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Abstract: A novel method of bionic Morse coding mimicking humpback whale vocal is presented
for covert underwater acoustic communication. The complex humpback whale song is translated
as bionic Morse codes based on information entropy. The communication signal is made akin to
the natural singing of male humpback whales. The intruder can detect the signal but will not be
able to recognize the communication signal due to unified resemblance with the natural sound.
This novel technique gives an excellent low probability of recognition characteristics. A flawless
stealthy underwater acoustic communication has been established which has negligible chances of
deciphered with high imperceptibility. Standard mimicry Morse codes have been developed for
the characters of the English language and compared with Morse coding. Covert information of
one character per second can be watermarked with perfect stealth and clandestine communication.
This novel concept has been verified at transmission distance of five km and less than 10−3 Bit Error
Rate (BER) is achieved at Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) down to negative seven dB. Zero BER is attained
by estimating the channel by a matching pursuit algorithm and equalizing the errors by virtual time
reversal mirror technique.
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1. Introduction

The security and privacy of information is one of the most critical issue of today’s fast moving
world. Innovative and novel techniques are being explored to keep information safe from intruders [1].
The demand of secretly transmitting data in underwater acoustic channels is rapidly increasing in
oceanography, military and naval operations [2,3]. Mariners desire to transmit their information
clandestinely to secure it from data theft and malicious attacks [4]. Military and naval personnel need
to hide their communication to prevent the leakage of such information to the enemy [5].

Covert Underwater Acoustic Communication (CUAC) is the key research area where information
is transmitted furtively in an open underwater acoustic environment [6]. It is the concept of
communicating secretively in an underwater acoustic channel. An underwater channel is considered
as the preeminent medium for acoustic communication as sound transmitsfardistances [7,8]. The key
challenge is to keep acoustic information safein the far flung sea. Variety of ways have been explored
by scientists which will be discussed in detail. CUAC is classified into two major constraints as
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Low Probability of Detection (LPD) and Low Probability of Interception (LPI). LPD means that
communication signals have a less chance ofdetection by eavesdroppers however LPI defines that
communication signals can be detected by the intruder but that the enemy has a lesser chance
ofextracting such information [9].

History of covert communication goes back a long way with the invention of communication; as a
user needs to hide sensitive information from the enemy [10]. During World War I and II, Morse codes
were extensively used for transmitting secret messages [11]. It consists of two elements termed as
a dot and dash. The American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) characters are
represented by a combination of these elements. Covert communication is attained by the coded
combinations of Morse elements. The enemy can detect the communication signal but has less of a
chance to decode the information. Perfect LPI constraint communication is achieved in underwater
telephone and telegraph systems using Morse coding. The drawback of this technology is that the
enemy can detect the existence of the communication and could try to decode the coded format.

In an underwater acoustic channel, earliest LPD constraint covert communication with best of
our knowledge was conducted back in 1986 by J.H. Park by spreading the waveform [12]. Until the
last decade, CUAC was established by reducing the SNR and spreading the waveform through Direct
Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) [13], Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [14]
and other modulation techniques. It was realized however that as the enemy approaches towards
the transmitter the LPD constraint communication signal is perceived by the eavesdropper as the
SNR is increased by limiting the distance [15]. It is similar to the situation of two people having a
secret talk and when a third person approaches them, their communication doesnot remain covert.
Scientists have given a lot of contributions to increase the covert distance but it cannot be true for all
regions [15–17]. This technique gives perfect CUAC for a bounded region but it doesnot remain covert
for all communication ranges.

To trounce back above limitation, biological inspired mimicry CUAC was introduced. It is an
entirely different approach where the communication signal is made akin to the natural sounds
of the sea [18]. A large variety of natural noises are present in the ocean such as shipping noises,
cetacean vocals, shrimp noises, wind noises, sea piling noises, etc. The natural ocean noise is mimicked
by modulating or watermarking the covert information in it. The mimicked communication signal
is detected by the enemy but it is excluded from the process of recognition due to its identicalness
with the natural sound. The intruder assumes it as the sea natural noise due to its characteristics.
It gives excellent Low Probability of Recognition (LPR) characteristics and covert communication
is possible in all ranges at high SNR. First covert experiment mimicking cetacean vocals to our best
knowledge was conducted by H.S. Dol et al. by dolphin clicks and whistles [19]. Liu et al. used
high frequency dolphin clicks as an information carrier for covert communication [20]. Initially they
attained a 37 bps data rate, which later increased to 69 bps [21]. Dolphin whistles are mimicked
using differential pattern time delay shift coding for clandestine communication [22]. Duman et al.
conducted successful tests for covert communication by using white sided dolphin and long fined pilot
whale whistles [23]. A sea lion vocal was analyzed by Y. Jia et al. for mimicry communication and
data was encapsulated. Simulation results showed a BER of almost zero [24]. Another novel method
of covert mimicry communication was presented and tested using sea piling sounds using pulse
position modulation [25]. A portable modemhas also been developed and tested which is suitable for
transmitting mimicked covert signals [26].

Our research focuses on the development of standard mimicry codes similar to Morse code [27]
based on sea natural noise. Conventional Morse codes are detected by the enemy and may be decoded.
Our innovative coding technique is based on a carrier of humpback whale songs. Male humpback
whales are famous for producing loud and long duration songs. They emit a vocal termed as a song in
the frequency range of 8 Hz–8 kHz lasting from several minutes to hours. It is composed of several
segments which are frequency and amplitude modulated. The whale song segments are mimicked
into bionic Morse codes using information entropy for the characters of the English language. It gives
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perfect LPR constraint covert communication as the imitated communication signals have no chance
of being recognized as a communication signal as it is composed of a natural humpback whale song.
Our novel concept has been compared with Morse codes and better performance is achieved with a
perfect covert prospective. A covert data rate of one character per second is achieved with negligible
chances of detection. The novel concept has been verified at distances of five km and less than 10−3 BER
is achieved. This proves that the proposed method is feasible for LPR constraint covert underwater
acoustic communication for long distances.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the technical characteristics of humpback
whale songs. Section 3 highlights the contribution for the development of bionic Morse codes and
comparison with Morse codes. The process of bionic Morse coding is briefly demonstrated in Section 4.
Section 5 proves the novel concept feasible through the simulation experiment. Finally Section 6
concludes the paper and highlights the future research direction.

2. Characteristics of Humpback Whale Songs

The ocean is filled up of millions of sea creatures which emit sounds for detecting prey and
predators, echo localizing and social interaction. Due to extremely low visibility in the sea, cetaceans rely
on acoustic energy for communication [28]. The natural vocals produced by sea marine mammal
ranges in the frequency band of 15 Hz to over 100 kHz [6]. They produce a variety of vocals termed as
clicks, whistles, bursts and songs for different purposes [29]. They are recognized as sea noises as they
are an unwanted signal for underwater communication. We take advantage of the naturally occurring
sounds to embed information to realize covert mimicry communication.

Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) are one of the biggest cetacean in the ocean.
They produce clicks, whistles and songs with a high source level and low frequency range. Male whales
are famous in producing long and loud songs lasting from several minutes to hours. If there is a
song contest between cetaceans, a humpback whale song will no doubt be victorious [30]. As well as
being aesthetically attractive, humpback whale songs have been and are still being studied extensively,
mostly to understand why humpback whales sing. In fact only male humpbacks are known to sing
and in general only when swimming alone, and songs are primarily performed in the winter breeding
season [31].

Generallyhumpback whale song lies in the frequency range of 8 Hz–8 kHz and the main energy
concentrates on the bandwidth of 30 Hz–4 kHz. They emit songs at high source level around 175–188 dB
re 1fPa@lm (one femto Pascal measured at one meter distance) [32]. The song of a humpback whale
can be heard from far distances in the ocean due to its high source level and low frequency range.
The structure of a humpback whale song is the most complex vocal emitted by cetacean [33]. One whale
sings continuously for hours. The song is composed of three to nine themes and it takes ten to fifteen
minutes to return backto theinitial theme. Every theme compromises of phrases that repeat several
times before a new theme. One phrase is made up of a series of different sound segments and lasts about
several seconds. They also learn new songs and sing with new themes and patterns [34]. The pattern
of a song is not fixed as it changes in different recordings. This is similar as a human singer sings
multiple songs in various patterns and also learns and sings new songs [35]. However the humpback
whale sings songs with a bandwidth of 8 kHz. The songs are broadband in nature modulated with a
range of frequencies within the bandwidth. A sample structure of a complex humpback whale song
phrase acquired from the ocean acoustic library [36] is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Humpback whale song phrase in (a) time and (b) frequency domain.

The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver.
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted
to mimic a humpback whale song for covert communication due to its characteristics. Long range
transmission of a humpback song benefits us to do covert communication for a larger distance and
large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated period.

3. Cetacean Morse Codes

Morse codes are extremely traditional codes for encoding the characters which use combinations
of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as • and − respectively.
Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however later it was used
to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively used in World War
II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur radio systems [37].

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots respectively.
The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the eavesdropper since
they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making unique combinations;
however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the existence of communication.
The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an eavesdropper is not able to identify the
existence of communication.

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, raindrops
or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. Additionally,
our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of each character.
As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of the song.
New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
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high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas code
length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore

code length α
1

f req(occurance)
(1)

Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation.

Table 1. Representation of English language characters through Morse and bionic Morse codes.

Character Freq. Morse Code Bionic Morse Code Character Freq. Morse Code Bionic Morse Code
A 8.17% •−
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Figure 1. Humpback whale song phrase in (a) time and (b) frequency domain. 

The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted 
to mimic a humpback whale song for covert communication due to its characteristics. Long range 
transmission of a humpback song benefits us to do covert communication for a larger distance and 
large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated 
period. 

3. Cetacean Morse Codes 

Morse codes are extremely traditional codes for encoding the characters which use combinations 
of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are 
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Figure 1. Humpback whale song phrase in (a) time and (b) frequency domain. 

The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted 
to mimic a humpback whale song for covert communication due to its characteristics. Long range 
transmission of a humpback song benefits us to do covert communication for a larger distance and 
large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated 
period. 

3. Cetacean Morse Codes 

Morse codes are extremely traditional codes for encoding the characters which use combinations 
of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are 
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted 
to mimic a humpback whale song for covert communication due to its characteristics. Long range 
transmission of a humpback song benefits us to do covert communication for a larger distance and 
large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated 
period. 

3. Cetacean Morse Codes 

Morse codes are extremely traditional codes for encoding the characters which use combinations 
of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are 
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted 
to mimic a humpback whale song for covert communication due to its characteristics. Long range 
transmission of a humpback song benefits us to do covert communication for a larger distance and 
large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated 
period. 

3. Cetacean Morse Codes 

Morse codes are extremely traditional codes for encoding the characters which use combinations 
of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are 
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
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large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated 
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of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are 
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Figure 1. Humpback whale song phrase in (a) time and (b) frequency domain. 

The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted 
to mimic a humpback whale song for covert communication due to its characteristics. Long range 
transmission of a humpback song benefits us to do covert communication for a larger distance and 
large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated 
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3. Cetacean Morse Codes 

Morse codes are extremely traditional codes for encoding the characters which use combinations 
of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are 
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Figure 1. Humpback whale song phrase in (a) time and (b) frequency domain. 

The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted 
to mimic a humpback whale song for covert communication due to its characteristics. Long range 
transmission of a humpback song benefits us to do covert communication for a larger distance and 
large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated 
period. 

3. Cetacean Morse Codes 

Morse codes are extremely traditional codes for encoding the characters which use combinations 
of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are 
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Figure 1. Humpback whale song phrase in (a) time and (b) frequency domain. 

The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted 
to mimic a humpback whale song for covert communication due to its characteristics. Long range 
transmission of a humpback song benefits us to do covert communication for a larger distance and 
large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated 
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of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are 
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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3. Cetacean Morse Codes 

Morse codes are extremely traditional codes for encoding the characters which use combinations 
of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are 
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted 
to mimic a humpback whale song for covert communication due to its characteristics. Long range 
transmission of a humpback song benefits us to do covert communication for a larger distance and 
large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated 
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3. Cetacean Morse Codes 

Morse codes are extremely traditional codes for encoding the characters which use combinations 
of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are 
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
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respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
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eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
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composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
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later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 
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language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
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later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
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dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Figure 1. Humpback whale song phrase in (a) time and (b) frequency domain. 

The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted 
to mimic a humpback whale song for covert communication due to its characteristics. Long range 
transmission of a humpback song benefits us to do covert communication for a larger distance and 
large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated 
period. 
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Morse codes are extremely traditional codes for encoding the characters which use combinations 
of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are 
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
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later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
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Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
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Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted 
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composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
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the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
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different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
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whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
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respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted 
to mimic a humpback whale song for covert communication due to its characteristics. Long range 
transmission of a humpback song benefits us to do covert communication for a larger distance and 
large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated 
period. 

3. Cetacean Morse Codes 

Morse codes are extremely traditional codes for encoding the characters which use combinations 
of dots, dashes and intervals [11,27] invented by Samuel F. B. Morse in the 18th century. They are 
composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Figure 1. Humpback whale song phrase in (a) time and (b) frequency domain. 

The song phrase has five unique segments. It can be clearly see from Figure 1 that all the song 
segments are frequency and amplitude modulated and differ from each other. This uniqueness in 
different segments is used as a benefit to perform covert operations by coding song segments into 
unique elements of bionic Morse codes. The communication signal will be composed of humpback 
whale song segments where the natural song segments will represent the information at the receiver. 
The eavesdropper will detect the signal but exclude it in a process of recognition as it will assume it 
as a natural humpback whale song giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication. We opted 
to mimic a humpback whale song for covert communication due to its characteristics. Long range 
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large duration gives us an additional advantage to perform a covert operation for an elongated 
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composed of dots and dashes also termed as dit and dah which are represented as •  and −
respectively. Initially these codes were used for transmitting messages through telegraph, however 
later it was used to send secret messages by changing the coding algorithm [11]. It was extensively 
used in World War II. These codes are still being used today in military, oceanography, and amateur 
radio systems [37]. 

Theinternational Morse codes for English characters are shown in Table 1. In this paper, we will 
only discuss alphabets of the English language. The duration of dot is one unit and dash is thrice each 
dot. Each character and word are segregated by the time duration of three and seven dots 
respectively. The drawback of this technique is that the dot and dash can be detected by the 
eavesdropper since they are not a sea natural sound. The coding can be made covert by making 
unique combinations; however it will be intercepted by the enemy. The enemy can detect the 
existence of communication. The motive of our mimicry covert communication is that an 
eavesdropper is not able to identify the existence of communication. 

To trounce the above limitation, we have improved Morse codes by using elements of natural 
occurring noises in the ocean. These may include sound produced by cetacean, shrimp, tide, 
raindrops or shipping noises. In this paper, we have used a humpback whale song as a carrier. 
Additionally, our technique uses four elements instead of two elements to shorten the duration of 
each character. As Morse codes uses dots and dashes, they are replaced by four unique segments of 
the song. New bionic Morse elements are termed as club, diamond, heart and spade represented by
♣ ,♦ ,♥  and ♠  respectively. 

The characters are translated by the combination of these elements with a time interval between 
them. The time interval between element, character and word is set as 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 s respectively. 
The code length is based on the frequency of the occurrence of a particular character in the English 
language. The frequency of occurrence of English characters are extracted from [38] which is based 
on high samples of English words. The higher frequency alphabets get shorter sequences whereas 
code length is increased as the frequency of occurrence is decreased. Therefore 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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Table 1 compares the representation of characters from Morse codes and the proposed bionic 
Morse codes. We can clearly notice that the innovative technique of bionic coding have less elements 
which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
  

The novel concept of bionic Morse codes is an enhanced version of Morse codes with the possibility
for having mimicry covert communication. It has the additional benefit of a smaller sequence of
elements which can be evidently witnessed from Table 1. Table 2 compares the differences of Morse
codes and bionic Morse codes.

Table 2. Comparison of Morse Codes and bionic Morse Codes.

Morse Codes Bionic Morse Codes

Contains two elements dot • and dash − Contains four elements club
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Longer sequences. Shorter sequence.

Fixed duration of elements. Durations depends of carrier.

Covert communication possible but chances
of being decrypted. Covert communication possible no chances of being decryption.

LPI constraint communication. Perfect LPR constraint communication.

4. Bionic Morse Coding Method

The process of bionic Morse coding mimicking sea natural noise is briefly discussed in this
section. It is slightly different from the process of underwater acoustic communication as it requires
the communication signal to be perfectly imperceptible to sea natural noise. The structure is shown
in Figure 2. We will concisely elaborate on the process step by step with the practical example of
mimicking a humpback whale song.
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4.1. Information Modulation

4.1.1. Step 1: Selection of Carrier

The most important process of bionic Morse coding is the selection of sea natural sound as carrier.
As it has been discussed before there are various noises present in the ocean. Cetacean emits a variety
of sounds to detect prey, predators, echo localize and for social interaction. The selection of a carrier is
based on the characteristics of the sea natural noise suitable for the practical scenario. The natural
noise should be researched deeply into its characteristics and purposes for emitting a particular vocal,
the amplitude, frequency, duration and modulation of a particular sound including its geographical
location. Through this information, the noises are classified with respect to their sound features.
For long range communication, a low frequency and high source level sound should be selected as
it will transmit for a large transmission distance. For bionic Morse coding proposed in this research,
the carrier signal must have at least five unique sounds with respect to frequency and amplitude.
One acts as a synchronization of communication signals and four unique signals as bionic Morse codes
which are elaborated in detail in the Section 4.1.2. Geographical location also plays a vital role as
bionic covert communication should be done in the same location where the actual noise is present.
Otherwise an enemy would guess that the particular noise is not available in that region.

In this research we opted to mimic a humpback whale song due to its natural characteristics.
The song is composed at a low frequency range and high source level which benefits covert operations
in a large region of ocean. The singing of a song for hours gives us an additional advantage to perform
a covert operation for an elongated period.
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4.1.2. Step 2: Synchronization and Bionic Morse Elements Waveforms

Identification of bionic Morse elements in a sea natural carrier is a crucial procedure in this
proposed technique. These elements are used to encode and extract the covert information. All four
elements and the synchronization signal should be different from each other with respect to time and
frequency but lie within a same sound source. If an enemy detects the signal, it should assume it as
a sea natural carrier due to its signal characteristics and imperceptibility with the real ocean noise.
A whole communication signal including a synchronization header should be analogous with the
noise present in the ocean.

In this research we used a humpback whale song as a bionic carrier. The song phrase of whale has
unique segments with respect to amplitude and frequency. Figure 3 shows the time frequency graph of
all segments distinctly. It is visibly observed that each waveform is distinguishable and has a unique
frequency that lies within the bandwidth of 4 kHz. One segment is used for synchronization and other
segments represents bionic Morse elements termed as club, diamond, heart and spade.
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Figure 3. (a) Synchronization signal, (b–e) bionic Morse elements as club, diamond, heart and spades
in time domain, and (f) shows single sided Fourier transform of synchronization signal and (g–j) bionic
Morse elements respectively.

All the bionic Morse elements and synchronization signals should be non-identical to each other in
this proposed mimicry communication technique. They should be dissimilar because they are used to
represent covert information. Figure 4 shows the cross and auto correlation between synchronization
signal and bionic Morse elements which proves that these waveforms are non-analogous to each other.
In figure we represent C and S with correlation and synchronization signal and numbered 1,2,3,4 to
club, diamond, hearts and spades respectively. In Figure 4 CSS means that it is an auto correlation
of synchronization signal and C21 represents the cross correlation between diamond and club bionic
Morse elements.

Figure 4a–e shows the auto and cross correlation of a synchronization signal with bionic
Morse elements. It can clearly witness the high correlation peak only in (a) which dictates that
the synchronization signal is only identical to its signal and different from other bionic Morse elements.
Similarly Figure 4f–o shows the auto and cross correlation between bionic Morse elements. We can
notice that C11, C22, C33, and C44 have high correlation peaks which are not uniform in other
correlation outputs. This proves that the waveforms of bionic Morse elements and synchronization
signal are dis similar and they could be easily distinguishable at the receiver. The waveform can be
decoded at the receiver through correlation technique. The demodulation process is briefly elaborated
in Section 4.2.
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4.1.3. Step 3: Mapping of Covert Information to Bionic Morse Elements

In this section, the covert information is mapped with the bionic Morse elements. In Section 3 we
defined bionic Morse codes. These codes will be used in this process. Each character of the English
language is equivalent to one to three bionic Morse elements as shown in Table 2. The translation of
covert information to a mimicked message is done through the procedure describe in Section 3. Let us
translate two words “COVERT” and “COMMUNICATION” in mimicked message using elements of a
humpback whale song.

COVERT =
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which increases the communication speed with perfectly LPR constraint covert operation. 
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represents club, diamond, heart and spade respectively and • is equal to tis.
In this paper we have kept time delay ti to be 100 micro s. It can be increased which will result in
decreasing the covert data rate.

4.1.4. Step 4: Modulation of Covert Information to Mimicked Message

In this step we modulate our covert information of bionic codes in to the sea natural noise carrier.
Using the defined bionic element in step 2, the information can be translated in a humpback mimicked
message. Figure 5 shows the mimicked humpback whale song representing the word “COVERT” and
“COMMUNICATION”.
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Covert communication speed can be defined as the mean time duration of characters watermarked
in the mimicked signal. It will be equal to the total number of characters embedded in the total time of
frame excluding the synchronization time. Therefore, we can write as

C =
n

Tt − Ts
Character/ sec (2)

where C is the average speed of character, Tt is the total time of signal, Ts is the time of the synchronization
frame and n represents the total number of characters in the communication signal. By using this
humpback whale song segments, we found that we can watermark one character/s with a perfectly
covert perspective using the proposed technique.

4.1.5. Step 5: Frame Structure

The entire communication frame of bionic mimicry communication should be composed of sea
natural sound including the synchronization header. It should give perfect imperceptibility with sea
natural sounds. If the synchronization header is different from the sea natural noise, the enemy will
detect it making the covert communication false.

The synchronization header plays an important role in bionic mimicry covert communication.
We know that this type of communication needs to be done where the actual sea natural sound is
present. The synchronization header acts as a differentiator between the real sea natural sound and the
mimicked signal at the receiver. This is done through adding a checksum of bits in the unique sea
natural noise assigned as synchronization.

The frame structure of the proposed novel method is shown in Figure 6. For mimicking through
a humpback whale song, the first segment of the song phrase is used as synchronization. This song
phrase is defined at an intended receiver. The receiver accepts it as a communication frame in two steps.
First it recognizes the song phrase. Secondly it verifies it by the checksum of bits. The communication
frame contains covert information modulated as bionic Morse elements using a humpback song.
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The complete communication frame is composed of a humpback whale song. The communication
frame is perfectly imperceptible of a humpback whale song as all its ingredients are made up of natural
sounds present in ocean. If the enemy detects this mimicked signal, it will exclude it from the process
of recognition assuming it has a humpback whale song. This frame structure is transmitted to an
underwater channel giving perfect LPR constraint covert communication.

4.2. Information Modulation

The information demodulation at a receiver after passing through an underwater channel is
composed of following major steps.

4.2.1. Step 1: Synchronization

The first step at the receiver is to identify the mimicked signal. A variety of similar noises are
present is the sea. The synchronization header plays an important role in the identification of the
mimicked waveform and differentiating it with real sea noise. This is done through correlation with
the synchronization vocal and verifying it by the checksum of bits in the synchronization header. If the
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numbers of bits are not same as defined in the synchronization header, it could be the ocean noise.
The synchronization waveform with the checksum of bits should be known to the receiver.

In this research we have used a humpback whale song for bionic communication.
The synchronization signal is also composed of one segment of a humpback whale song. The time
and transform characteristics of the synchronization waveform are shown in Figure 3a,f respectively.
It is the broadband signal modulated with a wide range of frequencies from 0.1 to 3.5 kHz. The first
segment of Figure 1b is used as a synchronization signal in this research. We can clearly notice from
Figure 1 that all the segments are broadband in nature modulated with multiple frequencies. Figure 7
shows that the characteristics of humpback whale song with respect to the Doppler factor and auto
correlation. The Doppler factor is calculated by change in frequency with respect to carrier frequency.
Therefore it can be equated as

α =
∆ f
fc

(3)

where α is the Doppler factor and ∆ f and fc represents the change in frequency and carrier frequency
respectively.
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The received signal from the channel is composed of the synchronization signal and the message
signal. First the synchronization signal is identified using a correlation method. Figure 8 demonstrates
the detection process of the synchronization signal from the received waveform. The high peak of
correlation illustrates that the correct mimicked signal is received at the receiver. Since there are plenty
of similar vocals present in the ocean, the synchronization signal is verified by checking the checksum
of bits.
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After the verification of the correct synchronization received, it is removed from the received signal.
Now the received signal consists of a message frame modulated with bionic Morse elements which
holds covert information. Detection of bionic Morse elements and mapping it to covert information is
briefly elaborated in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.5 respectively.

4.2.2. Step 2: Channel Estimation and Equalization

The acoustic channel in the underwater sea environment degrades the communication signal
poorly due to multipath arrivals, frequency and time variance [39]. These variations are adjusted by
estimating the channel and equalizing the errors through the estimated channel impulse response.
The goal of channel estimation and equalization is to enhance the performance of system. In this
research, the matching pursuit (MP) estimation technique is opted for due to its robustness in changing
the SNR and higher computational efficiency [40]. It sequentially identifies and estimates channel tap
coefficients. Let us consider that the multipath channel has Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
with variance σ2. The received signal can be written as

y(t) =
N−1∑
l=0

x(t− l) ∗ h(l) + n(t) (4)

where t = 0, 1, 2 . . . , N − 1, x(t) is the transmitted symbol, h(t) is the tth channel tap and n(t) is the
AWGN. The equation can be expanded as

y(t) =
N−1∑
l=0

x(t− l) ∗ h(l) + n(t) (4)

where t = 0, 1, 2 . . . , N − 1, x(t) is the transmitted symbol, h(t) is the tth channel tap and n(t) is the
AWGN. The equation can be expanded as

y(0)
y(1)

...
y(N − 1)

︸          ︷︷          ︸
Y

=


x(0) 0 · · · 0
x(1) x(0) · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

x(N − 1) · · · · · · x(N − l)

︸                                        ︷︷                                        ︸
X

X


h(0)
h(1)

...
h(N − 1)

︸         ︷︷         ︸
h

+ v(n) (5)
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It can be seen from Equation (4) that the majority of the components of channel tap are extremely
small or zero. Therefore, the columns of X are added to get the received data. The residual ri−1 is
acquired by the difference of Y and X for i − 1 iterations, considering r0 = Y. At ith iteration, the column
of X onto which the residual ri−1 has the maximal rank-one projection denoted as xi is equated as

xi = argmax
j<Ii−1

∣∣∣∣XH
j ri−1|

2

‖X j‖
2 (6)

where, X j represents the column of X and superscript H is defined for Hermitian Transpose.
Ii , {x1, x2, x3, . . . , xi−1} is the index set of all previously selected columns. The component of h
termed as ĥi associated by xi is estimated as

ĥi =
XH

xi
ri−1

‖Xxi‖
2 (7)

Hence, the residual vector is calculated as

ri = ri−1 − ĥiXxi (8)

The objective of the channel estimation and equalization is to enhance the performance of
the system. It reduces the bit error rate by evaluating the effect of multipath, time and frequency
variance in an underwater acoustic channel. The channel equalization adds the distributed energy of
multipath arrivals projected by the channel estimation technique which reduce errors. We equalize
the errors using a virtual time reversal method (VTRM). The framework of the VTRM is shown in
Figure 9. The estimated channel h′(t) is inverted in time domain h′(−t) and convolved with x(t).
The final virtual signal received is acquired by convolving the received signal by the inverted estimated
channel. Therefore:

xr(t) = y(t) ⊗ h′(−t) (9)

xr(t) = [x(t) ⊗ h(t) + n(t)] ⊗ h′(−t) (10)

xr(t) = x(t) ⊗ [h(t) ⊗ h′(−t)] + [n(t) ⊗ h′(−t)] (11)

where xr(t) is the equalized signal and ⊗ represents the convolution operator. The VTRM equalized
channel is equated as ĥ(t) = h(t) ⊗ h′(−t). When the estimated channel h′(t) approaches to the real
channel h(t), the multipath signals are overlapped with each other making the communication signal
energy strong and efficient. It also restrains inter symbol interference caused by multi path arrivals.
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4.2.3. Step 3: Detection of Bionic Morse Elements

The next step is to demodulate the covert information. The covert information is extracted by
the detection of bionic Morse elements present in the communication message signal. The receiver
is aware of bionic Morse elements in this novel technique. The covert information is extracted by
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matching the received signal with bionic Morse elements using correlation. It gives a high peak value
if the communication signal matches the specific interval of time. Mathematically correlation can be
written as

Rxyi(τ) =

∫ +∞

−∞

x(t)yi(t + τ)dt f or−∞ < τ < +∞ (12)

where Rxyi(τ) is the correlation for all values of τ. x(t) and yi(t) are the transmitted and received
signal respectively. For this method the value of i is one to four since we have four elements. Figure 10
demonstrates the detection process of bionic Morse elements club, diamond, heart and spade from the
mimicked waveform holding covert information “COMMUNICATION”. We can clearly notice that
the correlation gives the high peak showing the existence of the element. These positions are stored
which will be further used to map the covert information.
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mimicked message “COMMUNICATION”.

4.2.4. Step 4: Time Interval

This step calculates the time gap between the correlation peaks obtained in the last process.
The time interval is used to map the covert information. In this method, letters of the English language
are defined through one to three bionic Morse elements as listed in Table 1. One letter may consist the
element of other letter. To differentiate this lack, a time delay is inserted between the elements and
characters. Let the time delay and the time duration of bionic Morse element be denoted as td and te

respectively. In the modulation process, the time interval between the elements and characters are set
as 0.1 and 0.2 s respectively. We took the mean value in the detection.

Let td − te be the threshold time termed as th. If th ≤ 0.15 s, it means that the next element is part
of the same character. If this condition is false, it represents that other characters have startedand
the element is part of other characters. Let us understand with the help of an example. Figure 11
shows the detection of “club” in the mimicked message “COVERT”. The te of element club is 0.37 s.
The first correlation peak is detected at 2.9 s. The subsequent correlation peak at 3.37 s. Time delay td is
calculated as 0.47 s. Therefore th = 0.1 s which means that the subsequent element is part of the same
character. The green embossed correlation peak lies in the same character representing the English
letter “V”. The fourth correlation peak dictates that the new character has started as th of fourth and
third peak is calculated as 0.2 s.
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biologically inspired covert communication is the likeness of a man-made signal with real sea ocean 
noise [4]. The mimicked signal containing a watermark should be akin to the original ocean noise. 
When the eavesdropper detects the mimicked signal it should be identified as a cetacean vocal due 
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in the same particular region where the specific cetacean exists. The mimicked signal should be highly 
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4.2.5. Step 5: Mapping of Covert Information

The last step of information demodulation is mapping. This step is the inverse of step 3 in the
information modulation procedure. In last two steps we obtained the location of the bionic Morse
elements and determined the time delay between them. This data is used to map the covert information.
The location and delay are mapped into English language characters according to Table 1. Combing the
results of step 4 and step 5, we get the output as shown in Figure 12.
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The above frame describes the covert information. S and N represent the same letter and next
letter respectively based on the value of time threshold th as calculated in the previous Section 4.2.4.
Finally, mapping of this information with the Table 1 gives us the word “COMMUNICATION” which
is our covert information transmitted in a mimicked humpback whale song.

5. Imperceptibility

Imperceptibility is tool to measure the similarity or resemblance between signals. This is the
most vital parameter in mimicry covert underwater acoustic communication. The main key of
biologically inspired covert communication is the likeness of a man-made signal with real sea ocean
noise [4]. The mimicked signal containing a watermark should be akin to the original ocean noise.
When the eavesdropper detects the mimicked signal it should be identified as a cetacean vocal due to
its resemblance in structure, time duration, intensity, frequency and modulation. The geographical
location of a particular vocal should also be considered and covert experiments should be performed
in the same particular region where the specific cetacean exists. The mimicked signal should be highly
imperceptible with the real ocean noise waveform.

There are a variety of methods to measure imperceptibility ofaudio vocals. Usually imperceptibility
is measured through a human auditory system (HAS), time correlation and comparing the frequency
spectrum [41,42]. Correlation methods are usually used if any information is embedded in the audio
signal. It checks the similarity between two signals by a cross correlation of waveforms. The higher
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the value of correlation equates to higher imperceptibility. HAS is used to check imperceptibility by
the response of users listening to the voice. It is done by making a mean score through a pool of
people listening the voice. If the mean score is higher, then it is assumed that the voices are similar.
Another method to check imperceptibility is by comparing the frequency spectrum of the original and
mimicked signal. This is done by mapping the spectrum characteristics of the real and mimicked voice.
If the sound holds the characteristics of a particular vocal, it is identified as the particular vocal. In this
article, we opted to estimate imperceptibility by comparing the frequency spectrum.

In this research, the covert information is watermarked by shuffling the humpback whale song
segments. None of the ingredients other than the humpback whale song is added in the communication
waveform, however the pattern of the humpback whale is altered. The humpback whale produces long
duration songs with a variety of themes and patterns. Each theme is composed of phrases that repeat
several times before a new theme. The exact pattern of the humpback whale song or repetition of
phrases is unknown [43]. There is no evidence that humpback songs are hierarchically structured [35].
However they sing the song in the bandwidth of 8 kHz. New humpback whale songs are being
discovered with new phrases and patterns [34]. This is similar to an English speaking singer singing
the songs. He will sing a variety of songs but a listener will identify it all as English songs. Thus we can
conclude that a humpback whale sings a variety of songs with diverse patterns within its bandwidth
range and spectrum characteristics.

To verify the variable patterns of a humpback whale song, several samples of humpback whale
songs are compared. Figure 13 shows the spectrum characteristics of some phrases of different
humpback whale songs depicted from the ocean acoustic library [36]. It is evident form the figure that
humpback whale songs have diverse characteristics with various patterns but the bandwidth of the
waveform lies within 8 kHz. The main energy in concentrated within 4 kHz. Thus we can conclude
there is no fix pattern of humpback whale songs.
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For mimicry covert underwater acoustic communication, if the enemy detects the mimicked signal
it will exclude it from the process of recognition assuming it as a humpback whale song due to its
characteristics. The pattern will not be analyzed as a humpback whale sings song with unique patterns.
Therefore, we can say that the proposed mimicry covert underwater acoustic communication gives
perfect imperceptibility with natural humpback whale songs. It can give perfect LPR constraint covert
communication in an underwater acoustic channel.

6. Simulation Experiment

To verify the feasibility of the proposed novel method, simulation experiments were conducted in
Additive White Gaussian Noise AWGN and multipath channels of a sea medium. The performance of a
covert information word “COVERTCOMMUNICATION” is analyzed in this experiment. Information
is modulated mimicking humpback whale song using bionic Morse code.

The performance of the multipath channel is verified by the simulation experiment using a Bellhop
ray tracing algorithm in MATLAB. Real data of a sound speed profile is extracted from the World
Ocean Atlas [44] which is shown in Figure 14a. The channel impulse response based on the sound
velocities is graphed in Figure 14b. The ideal surface and bottom are selected in this simulation which
has a total reflection. Long distance covert communication has been performed at a five km distance.
The transmitter and receiver depth are selected at 20 m and 25 m respectively. The depth of the sea is
60 m. The beam angle is acoustic rays is 30 degrees.
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To overcome the effects of multipath arrivals and reduce BER, the MP estimation algorithm and
VTRM technique are used for channel estimation and equalization, respectively. The estimated channel
is shown in Figure 15. From the figure, it can be seen that there is one direct path with a high energy
coefficient and others are indirect paths with a lower amplitude and a small time delay. These are
multipath arrivals which have been created due to the echoes from the surface and bottom of the sea.
The high energy components were accumulated, while the low energy delayed arrivals were ignored
for the sake of simplicity. The errors were equalized using the VTRM equalization technique discussed
in Section 4.2.
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Figure 16 illustrates the BER curve of the proposed bionic method for covert information. First the
performance of the AWGN channel is observed. The red dotted line BER curve in Figure 16 depicts the
performance of the proposed method in the AWGN channel. It can be evidently seen that it is not
much affected by AWGN and gives zero BER with SNR greater than 15 dB. The blue line is the BER
with simulated channel whose channel impulse response is shown in Figure 14b. It clearly depicts
that 10−3 BER is achieved at SNR −7 dB. The green curve shows the BER achieved after estimating
the channel by MP algorithm. It further decrease the errors drastically from −14 dB. Zero BER is
achieved at SNR greater than −11 dB. The resultsprovesthat the proposed method is perfect for
underwater commination due to extremely low BER. Further it gives perfect covert LPR constraint
covert communication. The proposed method is feasible for perfect covert operation at extremely
low BER.
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7. Conclusions

An innovative bionic Morse coding technique mimicking a humpback whale song is presented in
this research. The mimicked communication signal can be detected by the eavesdropper but is excluded
from the process of recognition as the communication signal characteristics are akin to a humpback
whale song. The eavesdropper will assume it as a natural sound due to its signature. The humpback
whale song segments are translated to standardized bionic Morse codes. Characters of the English
language are compared with traditional Morse coding and found better speed with lower complexity.
Less than 10−3 BER is achieved at a five km transmission at SNR down to −7 dB. The errors were
diminished to zero BER by MP estimation and equalizing errors by VTRM technology. Proposed novel
bionic Morse coding technique is feasible for LPR constraint covert communication which can be
applied in military and oceanography for perfectly secure and stealthy communications. Future works
include to verify the novel concept with the Doppler spread and experiments in lake and sea trails.
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